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Abstract: In this work, the effect of cellulose nanofiber (CNF) on the mechanical properties of long
pineapple leaf fiber (PALF)-reinforced epoxy composites was investigated. The content of PALF
was fixed at 20 wt.% and the CNF content was varied at 1, 3, and 5 wt.% of the epoxy matrix. The
composites were prepared by hand lay-up method. Comparison was conducted between CNF-,
PALF- and CNF–PALF-reinforced composites. It was found that the introduction of these small
amounts of CNF into epoxy resin caused very small effects on flexural modulus and strength of neat
epoxy. However, impact strength of epoxy with 1 wt.% CNF increased to about 115% that of neat
epoxy, and, as the content of CNF increased to 3 and 5 wt.%, the impact strength decreased to that of
neat epoxy. Observation of the fractured surface under electron microscope revealed the change in
failure mechanism from a smooth surface to a much rougher surface. For epoxy containing 20 wt.%
PALF, both flexural modulus and strength increased significantly to about 300% and 240% that of
neat epoxy. The composite impact strength increased to about 700% that of the neat epoxy. For hybrid
systems containing both CNF and PALF, there were few changes observed in both flexural modulus
and strength compared to the PALF epoxy system. However, much improvement in impact strength
was obtained. By using epoxy containing 1 wt.% CNF as the matrix, the impact strength increased to
about 220% that of 20 wt.% PALF epoxy or 1520% that of neat epoxy. It thus could be deduced that
the spectacular improvement in impact strength was due to the synergistic effect of CNF and PALF.
The failure mechanism leading to the improvement in impact strength will be discussed.

Keywords: epoxy resin; pineapple leaf fiber; cellulose nanofiber; hybrid composite; synergistic toughening

1. Introduction

A global crisis is driving industries to reduce non-sustainable products and find
alternative resources [1,2]. As every industry tries to decease its use of fossil-fuel-based
materials, there is more scrutiny around glass fibers [3]. The economic stakes are high
enough to consider their replacement due to their end-of-life management, the rising
cost of fossil fuel, and their potential to become obsolete, pushing composite industries
towards the use of natural fibers [4]. Natural fibers composite has been used in various
applications due to its lower costs, weight, environmental impacts, and high carbon storage
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capacity [5,6]. Shifting from carbon to flax fiber for rotor blades has been reported to save
50% in cumulative energy demand and 45% in greenhouse gas emission (GHG) [7]. The
replacement of commercial ABS for car side doors with hemp fiber/epoxy resulted in a
decrease of 27% in weight and 15% in GHG emissions [7]. A conventional interior part
(37% glass fiber/PP) produced from 50% kenaf/polyhydroxybutyrate could save 0.3 kg
CO2 equivalent [8]. Although the total life cycle emission decreased, these fiber composites
produced higher nitrogen and phosphorus due to fertilizer usage. This highlights the
opportunity for the utilization of agricultural waste as a natural reinforcement.

Numerous natural fibers, such as flax, hemp, sisal, and pineapple leaf fibers (PALF),
have been evaluated as alternative materials for the construction of green buildings [5,9].
Agricultural waste fiber, such as rice husk, sugarcane, and PALF, is easy to scale up and cost-
effective since some of them generate 10–15 times more yield than the actual products [9].
PALF has captured our attention because Thailand is renowned as an agricultural country,
which is regarded as one of the top five world’s largest pineapple producers with about
182,902 acres of cultivation area [10]. There are excessive amounts of pineapple leaves
left behind after the fruits have been harvested. The byproduct is cheap and has lower
life cycle emissions compared to other cultivated plant fibers, such as flax, hemp, and
kenaf, which required land, water, and fertilizer. Moreover, PALF has high mechanical
properties (34.5–82.5 GPa) [11], which is higher than other cultivated natural fibers, such as
flax (58 GPa) [4], hemp (35 GPa) [12], and sisal (9.4–22 GPa) [13]. In addition, the specific
modulus of PALF could be competitive with that of glass fiber (72 GPa) [4,12] owing to its
inherent properties of high cellulose content [14] and relatively low microfibrillar angle.

Many studies have reported potential utilizations of PALF in various types of polymer
composite [13], such as natural rubber [15], nitrile rubber [16], nylon [17], polyamide [18],
and epoxy resin [19]. Therefore, PALF can be value-added as a green and promising rein-
forcement for the future. However, previous studies have mostly evaluated its properties
regarding short fiber and non-woven fiber. In this work, continuous PALF was investigated
to understand how it could promote higher stress transfer along the composite phase and
optimize fiber–matrix properties [12,19].

Currently, nanofiller either from synthetic or natural sources draws a great deal of
attention compared with bulk counterparts [20]. As the most abundant, biocompatible, and
possessing high mechanical strength similar to that of steel or Kevlar (100–160 GPa) [21],
nanocellulose is considered as a good candidate [22,23]. The incorporation of nanofibers
greatly increases a material’s tensile strength five-fold and its toughness ten-fold [24]
via multiple mechanisms [23,25]. However, nanocellulose has a relatively large carbon
footprint [8,26] and could only be added in a small percentage [27,28].

Epoxy resins have been recognized as the most widely used thermoset for manu-
facturing fiber composite. Bio-based epoxy also provides an opportunity to originate
lower-carbon-footprint materials [29]. With the concept of hybridization, different types of
interesting components could be combined with epoxy to extend their application in several
fields [27,30]. For example, the toughness of carbon-fabric-reinforced EP was increased
by 37% after combining modified sugar cane bagasse pulp [31]. The dynamic mechani-
cal properties of nano 3%OPEFB/kenaf/EP and 3%MMT/kenaf/EP hybrid composites
increased compared with kenaf/EP [27,32].

In this work, we demonstrate that CNF and PALF could be combined, resulting in
synergistic hybrid reinforcement for the epoxy resin, enhancing the impact strength of the
composite materials. Fractography was used to understand the mechanism behind this
synergistic toughening effect.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and Chemicals

Aqueous dispersion of CNF utilized in this work was prepared from wood pulp, and
it is commercially available through Pheedoo Co., Ltd., Bangkok, Thailand. Long PALF
was supplied by a local producer in Ratchaburi, Thailand. The long fiber was extracted
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from fresh pineapple leaf using a decorticating machine. Commercial epoxy resin (EP089)
and hardener (HP089) were purchased from a local supplier (Concrete Composite Co.,
Ltd., Thailand). The matrix was prepared by mixing the resin and hardener at the ratio
of 2:1 as recommended by the supplier. Sodium hydroxide (anhydrous 99.5% min on
dry basis, Thailand) and commercial-grade acetone (RCI labscan, Thailand) were used
without purification.

2.2. Preparation of CNF Epoxy Composite (CNF-EP)

To prepare CNF-EP composite, water in the CNF dispersion was first exchanged with
acetone to avoid nanofiller aggregation in the dry state. The procedure followed that
reported by Tang, et al. [33] with slight modification. Briefly, 1000 mL of acetone was added
into the mixture and left for a day; the mixture was then centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 15 min
(Sorvall RC 6+, Thermo scientific, Porton Down, UK.), the solvent was decanted, followed
by adding acetone to the CNF dispersion. The process was repeated for one week to make
sure that all the water had been removed. Solid content of CNF increased from about
4.28% (w/v) in the aqueous dispersion to about 7.94% (w/v) after acetone exchange process.
The prepared CNF acetone dispersion was diluted to 1.0 wt.% using ultrasonic treatment
(BANDELIN, UW 2200, Berlin, Germany) with 70% power for 30 min. Then, epoxy resin
HP089 was added into CNF solution. All acetone was eliminated using hot plate stirrer
(60 ◦C) under air ventilation for 24 h and further evaporated in a hot air oven (80 ◦C) for
72 h. After that, the hardener was gently mixed with the previous epoxy resin and poured
into silicone mold. The nanocomposites were left to cure at room temperature for 24 h. The
whole process is shown in Figure S1. For neat epoxy composite, epoxy was gently mixed
with hardener without CNF in a similar manner and left at room temperature for 24 h.
Composites with CNF concentrations of 1, 3, and 5 wt.% were prepared and designated as
1CNF, 3CNF, and 5CNF, respectively.

2.3. Preparation of PALF-Reinforced Epoxy Composite (PALF-EP)

Long pineapple leaf fiber (PALF), which could be regarded as continuous fiber for the
specimen size used in this work, was prepared into a well-aligned sheet before incorporated
into epoxy resin as shown in Figure 1. Briefly, the fibers were combed to remove unwanted
contaminations, untangle, and straighten all the fibers. After that, approximately 20 g of the
fiber was immersed in 1 L of 10 wt.% sodium hydroxide solution for 24 h and then washed
several times with tap water until the pH of the water equaled 7. The fibers were carefully
arranged under running water to create a well-aligned sheet of fibers, which was then dried
in a hot air oven at 60 ◦C. The sheet was cut into appropriate size and impregnated with a
mixture of epoxy/hardener or epoxy/hardener/CNF. After that, the epoxy-impregnated
PALF sheets were subsequently laid down in a closed mold and left at room temperature to
cure for 24 h. The composite obtained was about 3 mm thick and contained 20 wt.% PALF.

2.4. Characterization
2.4.1. Electron Microscopy (EM)

Transmission electron microscope (JEOL, JSM-1400, Tokyo, Japan) was used to observe
the size and shape of cellulose nanofiber (CNF). To prepare the sample for the analysis, CNF
suspension was diluted in distilled water to concentration of about 0.01 wt.% and sonicated
for 30 min. A small drop of the suspension was placed on 300-mesh-Formvar-coated copper
grids and allowed to dry at room temperature. The samples were stained with iodine vapor
to improve image contrast before observation at an operating voltage of 100 kV.

Field emission scanning electron microscope (JEOL, JSM-7610FPlus, Tokyo, Japan) was
used to study the fracture surface of the composite after flexural and impact testing at room
temperature. The samples were initially dried in the oven (80 ◦C) and mounted on SEM
holder using double-sided carbon adhesive tape to achieve the appropriate conductivity.
After that, the samples were coated with a thin layer of titanium (JEOL, JEC-3000FC, Tokyo,
Japan) to prevent surface damaging during the operation at 5 kV.
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2.4.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Glass transition temperature of the epoxy matrix was determined on a differential
scanning calorimeter (DSC Q-200, TA Instrument, New Castle, USA). The transition tem-
perature was determined from the first heating cycle from 0 ◦C to 150 ◦C with a heating
rate of 10 ◦C/min under nitrogen atmosphere.

2.4.3. Mechanical Characterization

Flexural test: The test was carried out on a universal testing machine (Instron 5569,
Norwood, Massachusetts, USA) following ASTM D790-3 using a crosshead speed of
1.28 mm/min, 5 kN of load cell, and a support span length of 48 mm. Specimens were cut
from composite sheets with a scroll saw into strips of 12.7 mm wide and 120 mm long with
the long axis parallel to the fiber direction. The average values of flexural strength and
flexural modulus from 5 specimens were reported.

Impact test: The test was carried out on a pendulum impact testing machine (Zwick/
Roell HIT5.5P, Ulm, Germany) in Izod configuration following ASTM D256. The composite
samples were cut with a scroll saw from composite sheets along the fiber direction, provid-
ing a strip 12.7 mm wide and 60 mm long. The samples were notched with a Zwick/Roell
manual notch cutting machine. Average values of 5 specimens were reported.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Data
Analysis tool in Microsoft Excel (Office16) program. The t-test method, using Two-Sample
Assuming Unequal Variances, was performed to analyze differences among the means at a
confidence level of 95%.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Some Characteristics of CNF and PALF

Figure 2a,b displays the TEM images of individual CNF. CNF has a long fibrillar shape
with diameters in the range of 25 to 125 nm. The length of CNF was around 9.8 ± 3.6 µm.
However, the exact length of CNF was difficult to determine folding and overlapping of
individual nanofibers. Figure 2c–f clearly displays the surface of PALF before and after
alkaline treatment. Starting PALF consists of microfibers held together to form bundles of
varying sizes, presumably with hemicellulose [34]. When washed with sodium hydroxide
solution, the fiber surface became smoother and size reduced from around 52 ± 28 µm to
approximately 44 ± 23 µm. Sodium-hydroxide-treated PALF was used for the rest of the
work for composite preparation.
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3.2. Structural Analysis of the Matrix with DSC

In certain cases, addition of nanomaterial could affect the network structure of the
epoxy matrix [35,36] and thus its Tg and other properties. Therefore, DSC was investigated
if CNF had such an effect in the system under investigation. Figure S2 displays thermo-
grams of epoxy filled with different amounts of CNF. Some thermograms showed obscure
and unusual baseline change instead of a single and clear step change in the baseline. Thus,
it is difficult to determine the change in the baseline. Despite that difficulty, there is only
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slight variation in the glass transition temperature, Tg, for most systems (Table 1). It should
be noted that, for 1CNF, Tg dropped by about 9 ◦C and increased, converging to the Tg of
neat epoxy with increasing amount of CNF. For 20PALF, Tg increased by about 4 ◦C; no
appreciable change was observed with the addition of CNF into the matrix. The increase
is about the same order as that observed in 20 wt.% microfibrillated filled epoxy [33]. In
addition, the Tg values of these systems were determined using DMA and it was found
that their Tg values were very similar (see Supplementary Materials) but somewhat higher
than those obtained from DSC method [37]. This suggests greater interactions, namely
physical and chemical interactions, occurring between PALF and the epoxy network. Thus,
it may be concluded that the matrices in all systems have comparable network structures.

Table 1. Glass transition temperature (Tg) of nanocomposite reinforced with different CNF contents
determined with DSC.

Composite System Tg Onset Tg (◦C)

0CNF 47 55
1CNF 43 49
3CNF 46 52
5CNF 51 55

0CNF/PALF 56 59
1CNF/PALF 54 59
3CNF/PALF 53 56
5CNF/PALF 56 59

3.3. Flexural Properties

Flexural test was used to determine the mechanical properties of the composites, and
representative stress–strain curves for CNF-filled epoxy systems are shown in Figure 3a.
The average values for maximum stress (i.e., strength) and moduli at 1% strain of CNF-
filled epoxy composites containing different contents of CNF are shown in Figure 3b. The
composite with 1 wt.% CNF shows slight reduction in both strength and modulus with
an appreciable increase in failure strain at around 8% to 14%. This is probably related
to the reduction in Tg shown previously (see Table 1). With increasing CNF content (3
and 5 wt.%), flexural strength and modulus remain virtually the same while failure strain
drops significantly from about 8% to 3%. These results indicate that the CNF epoxy
nanocomposites become more brittle at higher levels of CNF loadings (>1 wt.%), and no
improvement in strength and modulus can be gained with this relatively low range of
CNF content.

The above epoxy systems were used as the matrix material to prepare the composite
material with 20 wt.% PALF. The stress–strain curves of these composites are displayed in
Figure 4a. The stress–strain curve for neat epoxy is included for the purpose of comparison.
PALF causes a significant increase in the stress, but the composite fails at lower strain.
When the matrix was changed to 1CNF, 3CNF, and 5CNF, the slopes of the curves and
maximum stresses dropped slightly, while the failure strains increased significantly and
then decreased. The failure strains of 3CNF and 5CNF composites are, however, still higher
than that of 0CNF. Average values for flexural strengths and moduli of the composites are
shown in Figure 4b. The pattern of change in these flexural properties reflects the change
in the content of the matrix material.

3.4. Impact Property

The ability of a material to withstand a high force or shock applied over a short
time period is known as impact strength (or otherwise known as toughness). This can be
measured as impact strength. Figure 5 displays the impact strengths of CNF-filled epoxy
composites and hybrid composites. With regard to the effects of CNF, it is observed that
the addition of 1 wt.% CNF resulted in an increase in impact strength (by 44%) from 27 J/m
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to 31 J/m. When CNF was added to 3 and 5 wt.%, the impact strengths decreased slightly
to 22 and 25 J/m, respectively.
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When PALF was added to epoxy (0CNF/PALF), the impact strength increased (by
600%) from 27 J/m to 189 J/m compared to the neat epoxy. This increase in impact
strength could be contributed by both crack deflection and de-bonding mechanisms at
the fiber–matrix interface. When epoxy was replaced with 1CNF in a hybrid system
(1CNF/PALF), the strength increased to 411 J/m, which is approximately 220% that of the
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system without CNF. However, when the amount of CNF was increased to 3 and 5 wt.%,
the impact strengths decreased but were still higher than that of the system without CNF.
This decrease was in good agreement with what was observed previously for CNF-filled
epoxy composites. These results clearly reveal the synergistic toughening effect of hybrid
CNF and PALF that provides higher toughness as compared to the single reinforcement
system.
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3.5. Fractography

In order to understand the mechanism regulating the improvement in impact strength
of the hybrid CNF–PALF epoxy composites, impacted fracture surfaces were studied. The
impact fracture surfaces of epoxy filled with CNF are shown in Figure 6. For each composite,
the overall view is shown and two areas, which are labeled ‘a’ and ‘b’, are shown at high
magnification. Neat epoxy or 0CNF displays a typical brittle fracture surface; i.e., the
area close to notch ‘a’ is smooth and featureless, and, in areas further away from notch
‘b’, cracks deflection and branching are observed. With the addition of CNF, the fracture
surfaces become much rougher over the whole area. Crack deflection and branching start
right at the notch. The roughness increases with increasing CNF content. Large CNFs
are clearly observed protruding from the surface (red circles in Figure 6). Although this
crack deflection mechanism [30] and craze-like region has been linked to massive energy
absorption [38], little change in impact energy was observed (see Figure 5a). Only a slight
increase is observed for the 1CNF, and the impact strength drops to values slightly lower
than that of neat epoxy. This is probably due to the presence of voids and large filler
aggregation that are not effective in retarding crack propagation through the matrix [39,40].

The impact fracture surfaces of hybrid composites are shown in Figure 7. When the
areas between large bungles of PALF are considered, similar patterns of fracture surfaces to
that of CNF-filled epoxy are observed. In the absence of CNF, the fracture surfaces were
observed to be relatively smooth. When the CNFs were added into the epoxy, the fracture
surfaces yielded very rough features; this reflects an increase in fracture surface areas and
indicates that more fracture energy was needed to break the composite material [41].

3.6. Possible Toughening Mechanism

In the previous section, the impact fracture surfaces of CNF-filled epoxy composites
and those of hybrid composites were compared and not much could be deduced except
that multiple crack deflections operate in both systems. One important point to note is that
crack paths in CNF-filled and hybrid composites are very different, and the latter is much
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more complicated. Broken surfaces of hybrid composites are very rough and have a large
number of protruding PALFs. This indicates that stress could be transferred along the fiber
to a much greater volume of materials, causing a much greater number of crack deflection
points within such volume and in so doing absorbing a substantial amount of energy. The
mechanism can be schematically presented in Figure 8.
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In the case of the CNF-reinforced EP composite material (Figure 8, top panel), when
an external load is applied in the direction as indicated, the EP matrix deforms. The
deforming matrix shears over the interface between the EP and CNF, causing shear stress
to be generated at the interface. This in turn caused the CNF to bend, and bending stress
is generated. For a sufficiently high external load, the interfacial shear stress peaks at
the ends of the CNF and this leads to matrix yielding and finally cracking; i.e., cracks
are initiated in the matrix adjacent to the CNF ends [42]. The cracks propagate into the
matrix. In the absence of PALF, i.e., the stronger phase (compared to the EP matrix), there
is nothing standing in the way of the path of the crack propagation. In other words, the
crack propagation could not be halted [42]. The crack propagates cleanly throughout the
specimen cross section until the specimen fractures into two.

In the case of the hybrid (CNF/PALF-reinforced) epoxy composite material (Figure 8,
bottom panel), in the presence of the external load, the EP matrix deforms. The deforming
matrix shears over the interface between the EP and CNF, causing shear stress to be
generated at the interface. This in turn caused the CNF to bend, and bending stress is
generated. In addition, the deforming matrix also compresses the interface between the
EP and PALF. Compressive stresses generated at the interface lead to bending of the PALF.
Thus, both the PALF and CNF take up stress from the matrix in this way. For a sufficiently
high external load, similar to the previous case, the matrix crack appears as the CNF end
propagates, but on reaching the PALF, the propagation is halted [42]. If the load is much
higher, eventually, the stress taken up by the PALFs (as they all bend) could exceed the
fracture strength of the PALF, and thus the PALFs break. The crack in matrix material
continues to propagate past the broken ends of the PALFs, leading to a complete fracture of
the composite material.

4. Conclusions

Hybrid epoxy composites with improved mechanical properties were successfully pre-
pared from CNF and PALF. The technique offers great enhancements in stiffness, strength,
and toughness to the epoxy matrix. Being very small, incorporation of CNF is limited
to very low loading, yet the amount of only 1 wt.% was found to be very effective in
improving the impact strength while having very little effect on flexural properties. This
is due to the ability of CNF to change the failure mechanism, at high speed, of the epoxy
matrix. The PALF, on the other hand, allows much greater content to be incorporated
with ease, and, hence, both flexural properties and impact could be significantly improved.
By combining both CNF and PALF together, spectacular improvement in toughness is
obtained. This is a result of the synergistic effect of CNF and PALF. This could lead to
greener, more sustainable, and more cost-effective materials for demanding applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/nano13111703/s1, Figure S1: (a) Preparation of cellulose
nanofiber reinforced epoxy composite (CNF/EP), (b) images of solution of CNF before and after
ultrasonic treatment, (c) images of 1CNF, 3CNF, and 5CNF before hardening addition; Figure S2: DSC
curves of (a) 0CNF (b) 1CNF (c) 3CNF (d) 5CNF (e) 0CNF/PALF (f) 1CNF/PALF (g) 3CNF/PALF
(h) 5CNF/PALF; Figure S3: Tan delta of the nanocomposites resulted from DMA analysis; Table S1:
Glass transition temperature of nanocomposites.
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